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Abstract. Traditionally, the popularity of classical music composers
is approximated through commercial figures like album releases, record
sales, or live performances. However, commercial factors only provide one
piece of the overall picture. The success of community-driven platforms
has profoundly changed how people consume and interact with music,
and, consequently, our understanding of what popularity is. People dis-
cuss their favourite artists, archive knowledge regarding them and share
their work through multimedia platforms. In this paper, we investigate
how data from these platforms can provide a more comprehensive view
on popularity and engagement regarding the long-tail of classical music
composers. We combine album release data provided by MusicBrainz, the
commitment of people in maintaining the composers’ Wikipedia pages
and user engagement in classical music videos on YouTube. Our analysis
provides a complementary multi-faceted view on community engagement
and urges future research to expand on user-generated content for a more
diverse expression of popularity in the music domain.

Keywords: social media · user-generated content · music · popularity ·
web crawling

1 Introduction

Popularity is a desired achievement for artists, as it promotes their work, facili-
tates the interaction with the broader audience, and ultimately affects how peo-
ple will remember them in years to come. This holds especially true in classical
music, which includes centuries-long catalog of works created and reinterpreted
by a long list of artists. Access to those works and their artists is essential in
preserving parts of historic and cultural heritage, as classical music has funda-
mentally influenced western music throughout history.

Recording labels have pioneered the methods to capture audio performances,
preserving a plethora of classical music pieces of the old or contemporary com-
posers. Inevitably though, these recordings are skewed towards already estab-
lished and well studied composers and their works can be found performed by
various artists.
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However, popularity is not only related to talent, but also former success [1]
and “the need of consumers to consume the same art as others” [2]. When people
are exposed to art, share it with others, or consume media about it, they cre-
ate what is called “consumption capita” [3]. These activities have become much
easier to perform with the widespread adoption of Web technologies and the
availability of community-driven platforms. People from around the world with
different cultural backgrounds can openly share their knowledge, experiences,
and recordings with others in the ever expanding publicly-accessible knowledge
bases and social media communities.

For this reason we believe that by tapping into user-generated content, we
can find interesting insights on user-engagement and popularity of classical com-
posers online. To that end, we analyze user-generated data on Wikipedia and
YouTube compared to album releases retrieved from MusicBrainz3, to investigate
our hypothesis that User-engagement on community-driven platforms develops
composer popularity differently than the album release trends in classical music.
Our findings can be used to indicate to what extent those platforms potentially
hold content and information about composers who have zero to low number of
official album releases.

2 Related Works

Research on the multilingual online encyclopedia Wikipedia4, has shown that
it is possible to predict real-world opinions and popularity through analyzing
user interaction on the platform. For example, Mestyán et al [4] presented a
model using Wikipedia’s user-generated content that accurately predicts movie
box office success, while another study by Wei et al [5] uses user interaction on
Wikipedia to predict stock market values.

YouTube5 is a video-sharing, social media platform, which encourages a user-
content-user interaction [6] and hosts a staggering amount of videos across a
wide variety of categories. While research work has mostly focused on network
dynamics [7–9] and opinion mining [10–12], there have been studies on popu-
larity on the platform. Chatzopoulou et al. [13] studied the correlation between
views, number of comments and ratings and popularity, while in [14] it is found
that popularity on YouTube follows the conclusions of studies on “consumption
capita” [15]. Related to our study, the work of Cayari [16] studies how YouTube
has fundamentally affected musical art forms and has essentially changed the
way people listen, share and consume music. This holds especially true for clas-
sical music, where with a quick search on the platform, it is possible to find
several results with multiple compilations of classical music works, live footage
of concerts, interpretations of compositions, and educational material.

Our study is inspired by the work of Bellogin et al [17], the first compar-
ing music artist popularity from different Web and music services. The main
difference with our work is that we look into user-engagement regarding music
3 https://musicbrainz.org/
4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia
5 https://www.youtube.com/
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on generic platforms that host music information among other categories. In
our study, we also focus on genre-specific content on those generic platforms,
rather than overall music consumption trends. Related to classical music, Schedl
et al. [18] studied the online engagement of fans of classical music on Twitter
and Last.fm finding that classical music is under-represented on social media, as
classical music enthusiasts seem averse sharing content on both of the studied
platforms. In this study we argue that we need further analysis on community-
driven platforms to be able to assess the extent those platforms contain domain
specific information.

3 Data Collection

We started with quantifying user engagement on Wikipedia and YouTube. We
defined a list of classical music composers which we are considering for analysis
in different platforms and selected a reliable source of knowledge about album
releases. In this section, we outline our data collection process. The data retrieval
and scripts, as well as the resulting dataset are available here6.
DBpedia: to select the composers, we retrieved a list of their names from various
classical music periods from DBpedia7 using the Virtuoso SPARQL Query Inter-
face8. We used the name contained in the URI as an unambiguous representation
of a composers’ name, as there could be multiple entries with the same name,
but different people. We queried the composer names, using the following Yago
entities available for classical music periods in DBpedia: WikicatBaroqueCom-
posers, WikicatClassicalComposers, WikicatClassical-periodComposers, Wiki-
catRomanticComposers, Wikicat18th-centuryClassicalComposer, Wikicat19th-
centuryClassicalComposers, Wikicat20th-centuryClassicalComposers, Wikicat-
21stcenturyClassicalComposers. We finally collected 5928 different composers,
distributed as follows: 1126 baroque, 1025 romantic, 725 classical, 96 from eigh-
teen century, 345 from nineteen century, 3155 from twenty century and 1383
from twenty one century. Obviously, a composer can belong to multiple periods.
Wikipedia: we used Wikipedia APIs9 to retrieve each composer’s page and
related information. To ensure we retrieve the page related to the composer, we
use as query the name as it appears in the “About” on DBPedia. For instance,
to retrieve the page of Alexander Müller we use Alexander_Müller_(composer).
This also holds true for composers having the same name, like Johann Strauss I
and his son Johann Strauss II. We follow the same procedure for a composer’s
full name on MusicBrainz and YouTube. More specifically, we retrieved: 1) the
number of edits a page has received, 2) the number of users who edited the page,
3) the number of languages the page is translated to, 4) the size of the page (in
KB), and 5) how many sections it contains. We use these data as a proxy to
measure how many people engage on Wikipedia with a composer’s entry. They
show us the amount of users maintaining a page, how much are they committed
6 https://github.com/ipsamiotis/classical_popularity
7 https://wiki.dbpedia.org/
8 https://dbpedia.org/sparql
9 https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/API:Main_page
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in keeping the information correct and updated (number of edits), accessible to
many people (languages) and complete (page length and number of sections).
MusicBrainz: Musicbrainz is a community-maintained music encyclopedia that
collects metadata about music artists and their released works (albums, record-
ings and more). We used their up-to-date and proven reliable information on
Album Releases per classical music composer. We retrieved this using a Python
wrapper to its API10 and in our analysis we refer to them as Album Releases.
YouTube: we gathered videos from YouTube using youtube-dl11 based on the
queries: “composer name” + “music” and “composer name” + “live music”,
resulting in a total of 184,019 video entries. The retrieved videos contained a high
amount of non-relevant entries. We cleaned the dataset by discarding all videos
where the composer name was not present in either the title, in one of the tags
or in the description of the video. This way, we decreased the number of videos
relevant to our study to 69,261. Since users also view videos and react to them
by leaving a like, dislike or a comment, we also retrieved the number of: 1) likes,
2) dislikes, 3) views, 4) comments, 5) unique uploaders and 6) duration of videos.
From these engagement data, we further calculated the average number of likes,
dislikes, views, video duration and comments per composer.

In the final dataset we collected, we find 97% of the composers have a
Wikipedia page, 87% of the composers have at least one video on Youtube,
while only 70% of them have albums on MusicBrainz. Also, 63% of composers
are in common to all the platforms, with Wikipedia and YouTube having the
biggest overlap (99%), while MuiscBrainz lacks 31% of composers present in
Wikipedia.

4 Data Analysis
We first analyse if the data we use as a proxy for user engagement on Wikipedia
and YouTube is correlated. To that end, we calculated the Spearman correla-
tion [19] of the popularity ranking of composers each data property was gen-
erating. This will give some insights into how comparable user engagement is
between platforms. To investigate if user-engagement-driven popularity exhibit
differences compared to the album releases, we calculate the similarity between
those trends. Using the Jaccard similarity index [20], we are able to observe dif-
ferences between the different popularity rankings and album releases, finding
interesting results on both top-to-bottom and bottom-to-top rankings. The in-
tuition is that by computing the Jaccard index at different level of cut-off it is
possible to see how much each platform agrees on who are the top n (or bottom
n) composers.

4.1 Calculating Popularity per Platform

We calculate a single popularity ranking per platform based on user activity
metrics as described in Section 3. These metrics are related to: 1) how much

10 https://python-musicbrainzngs.readthedocs.io/en/v0.7.1/
11 https://pypi.org/project/youtube_dl/
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the people engage with the platform in the context of classical music and 2)
what kind of data they create. Their connection to popularity is based on the
fact that people who are interested on a composer and are active users of those
platforms, they will either create data about them, interact with data others
created and/or discuss about them with other users. All these factors are an
“online version” of those described on “consumption capita”, which indicates the
reasons why artists become famous among people, apart from their talent [3].
We first calculate the correlation of those metrics, following the methodology
of [13], to find if the engagement metrics we chose are correlated with each
other, to be later considered part of a platform-wide “popularity ranking”. This
popularity ranking, as discussed before, is being used as a proxy of real popularity
of composers on those platforms.
Wikipedia: we compute the correlation of the the metrics described in Section 3
using the Spearman coefficient. As shown in Table 1, most of the different metrics
exhibit high correlation (greater than 0.5), with the least correlated being the
number of languages with the page size and number of sections metadata.

Wikipedia

Sections Languages Revisions Users

Pages Size 0.82 0.38 0.72 0.69
Sections 1 0.38 0.63 0.61

Languages 1 0.49 0.67
Revisions 1 0.87

Youtube

Views Likes Dislikes Duration Comments

Videos 0.86 0.85 0.81 0.89 0.05
Views 1 0.98 0.94 0.81 0.07
Likes 1 0.93 0.81 0.07

Dislikes 1 0.76 0.06
Duration 1 0.06

Table 1. Spearman correlation the metrics of Wikipedia and Youtube

Youtube: we performed the same analysis on the data gathered from YouTube,
finding that they are all highly correlated - as shown in Table 1 - except the
number of comments. This could be explained by limitations on the number of
comments which could be accessed by the APIs, so we excluded them from the
final rankings. The others are consistent with the results reported in [13].

To compare the popularity of composers on Wikipedia, YouTube and album
releases, we needed a single ranking per platform. To achieve this, we ranked
the composers based on each metric per platform. If a composer is not present
on a platform, the values of his or her platform metrics are set to 0 (e.g., for
composers not present on MusicBrainz, we set their album releases number to
0). In this way we obtain list of the same length and we can compute correlation
coefficients. Then, we aggregated the different rankings into a single one for each
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platform using the average ranking aggregation method. We then compared them
using the Spearman correlation coefficient.

Wikipedia MuiscBrainz

YouTube 0.42 0.34
Wikipedia 1 0.36

Table 2. Spearman correlation between the platform rankings and album releases.

As Table 2 shows, all platforms are positively correlated, with YouTube and
Wikpedia exhibiting a stronger correlation to each other’s popularity rankings.

4.2 Popularity on Platforms and Album Releases

We then calculate the similarity between the popularity rankings derived from
the community-driven platforms and the rankings obtained by looking at com-
posers’ Album Releases. Such comparison can inform us on the degree to which
online communities engage in data creation, compared to the official recordings
produced by the industry shown in the Album Releases. We compute similar-
ity at different ranks, which intuitively can be encoded as “how much different
rankings agree” with each other. To that end, we used the Jaccard similarity
index. We observe - in Figure 1a - that Wikipedia’s and YouTube’s popularity
rankings are more similar to each other, than compared to the Album Releases.
While this was expected, considering the fact that they are both community-
driven platforms (see Table 2), this is still notable as both platforms have strong
differences in scope and purpose. Wikipedia’s ranking is closer to those of Album
Releases, when compared to YouTube. This results actually is more in line with
related work in [4,5], that shown user-engagement metrics can predict real-world
popularity to a certain extent.

(a) (b)
Fig. 1. Jaccard similarity at different ranking cut-offs with normal (a) and reverse
ranking (b)

We compute the Jaccard similiarity also looking at the bottom of the rank-
ing, that is by looking at the long-tail of each platform. Following a reverse
ordering on popularity rankings, starting from most “obscure” composers, the
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uniqueness of YouTube’s ranking becomes more evident, as we see in Figure 1b.
The popularity of the long-tail composers on YouTube is completely dissimilar
to the Album Releases, as it stays at 0 until we consider 1000 composers. This
dissimilarity means that for composers with 0 released albums, the users still
engage in data creation on YouTube. This is very encouraging for future works
that need to find information regarding classical music composers, as YouTube
contains video artefacts and user-engagement metadata for those composers who
don’t have registries with official album releases.

In the same way, Wikipedia, noticeably less severely, has low similarity with
Album Releases as well for the first 1000 composers. This means that even com-
posers with low-count of official album releases, there are still Wikipedia en-
tries with stored information, generated in its entirety by the community of
the platform. These findings strengthen our hypothesis that community-driven
platforms behave similarly to each other and differently to Album Releases, po-
tentially holding user-generated information for composers with low number of
official album releases.

5 Conclusion
In this work we investigated to what extent popularity of classical music com-
posers on generic community-driven online platforms, follows official album re-
leases as registered in MusicBrainz. We found that Wikipedia and YouTube al-
though they share similarities with each other regarding composers’ popularity
rankings, they differ on the long-tail of popularity, based on album releases. We
discovered that Wikipedia’s popularity ranking follows more closely the ranking
found in album releases, following results from similar studies on the platform.
This comes in contrast with the popularity rankings as witnessed on YouTube,
which don’t follow as closely those of album releases. For example on YouTube,
there are many composers who have no entry for an album release on Mu-
sicBrainz but they still garner a notable number of followers who engage with
their work. This could reflect the more democratized and diverse manner of in-
formation creation on YouTube, compared to the more rule-based and expert
driven one on Wikipedia. Due to the similarity of rankings between Wikipedia
and YouTube, we find that complementary studies of different platforms could
assist to a more holistic overview of published corpora, especially in classical mu-
sic. Therefore, community-driven online platforms show potential in preserving
information regarding composers and their works that are under-represented in
the official recorded canon.
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